Picture Perfect is an engaging and fun team-building program that brightens the lives of your team and others within your own community. This fantastic philanthropic program equips your group with the skills and materials to create beautiful multi-panel murals. At the conclusion of the event, we will endeavour to donate your mural to a local community center, nursing home or beneficiary of your choice. It’s an opportunity to foster important team building skills, while brightening the lives of others in your own community.

Through collaboration, teams are given a great sense of accomplishment as they work together to create the final product. If you’re worried about the artistic skill level of your group, there is no need for concern; we make the final artwork foolproof (an art in and of itself)! TeamBonding has created a series of graphics that are specially designed to be easy to paint, work well with a wide array of décor, and never fail to bring a smile to every face in the room!

Depending on your team size we divide your group up into teams to work on different eight-panel murals. Each canvas panel in the mural measures 24” square, easy enough for a couple of people to work on each - or we can work on a rotation so every participant gets to work on something different throughout the event. A true appreciation for art and design will quickly develop as team members inspire one another.

TeamBonding provides all of the materials, and our on-site staff is happy to help with any steps of the process. You have a choice of our standard mural designs, or we can upgrade your program to include custom designs or company logos. We work within your preferences to source a partner beneficiary to accept the donation of the completed artwork; we encourage a representative to attend your event and thank your group in person! The powerful skills and tools experienced here will go a long way toward increasing productivity and communication back at the office.